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Entries with an asterisk (*) are new arrivals

2. ABC. Payne, Wyndham (Illus). *Peter Piper's Practical Principles of Plain & Perfect Pronunciation.* London: John Lane The Bodley Head Ltd, 1926. First Thus. Small Narrow 4to. Good / No Jacket. Pictorial boards with cloth spine, loss of cloth at base of spine, corners worn, foxing to endpapers, previous owner's name written in pencil, a few cracks in the binding and some separation at rear hinge. A humorous tongue twister for each letter of the alphabet, (X,Y,Z are combined) and each with a wonderful color illustration. Scarce. $65.00


12. Blos, Joan W. **Grandpa Days**. ill. Emily Arnold McCully. NY: Simon & Schuster, 1989. First Printing. Small Square 8vo. Fine / Fine. Pictorial boards in matching dust jacket with original price intact ($8.95). Philip comes up with the perfect project to build with Grandpa during their week together, but first he has to learn the difference between wishes and good planning. Illustrated in color throughout by Caldecott Medalist, Emily Arnold McCully. Joan Blos won the Newbery Medal for her book Gather Days. Surprisingly hard to find in nice condition. $35.00


14. Brown, Marc. **Witches Four**. NY: Parents Magazine Press, 1980. 7th Printing. 8vo. NF / No Jacket as Issued. Pictorial boards, with minor shelf wear. Four witches lose their hats, which are then found by four homeless cats. $12.50


See image at the top of next column...
23. Burgess, Thornton. *Mother West Wind "Where" Stories*. ill. Harrison Cady. NY: Grosset & Dunlap, 1918, Circa 1940. Reprint. 8vo. NF / Good Minus. 244 pgs. Green hardcover pictorial stamped in blue and black ink, top corner bumped; illustrated dust jacket with wear at folds, spine sunned, 1" loss at top of spine. Illustrated with 4 b&w plates by Harrison Cady. $25.00


37. Comstock, Enos B. *Tuck-Me-In Rhymes.* NY: Moffat, Yard & Co, 1918. 1st Edition. 4to. Good / No Jacket. Blue cloth pictorially stamped in navy, 1/4" loss from top of spine, hole in spine cloth, shelf wear, gift inscription, light internal soil. Humorous rhymes, sometimes with lessons about good behavior. Illustrated in color and b&w depicting humanized animals. The artwork is detailed and lots of fun. Rare in any condition. $85.00

38. Creech, Sharon. *Wanderer, The.* NY: Joanna Cotter Books / HarperCollins, 2000. 1st Edition. 8vo. NF / VG. Hard cover with shelf wear and a few thin marks to cover, pictorial dust jacket with light creasing, one tiny edge tear and old price sticker residue on front flap. A thirteen-year-old is the only girl on her family ship’s crew sailing to England to visit her grandfather. Starred reviews in Kirkus, PW, and SLJ. *Newbery Honor.* $25.00

39. Creech, Sharon. *Ruby Holler.* Ill. Mike Burckhardt (Jacket). NY: Joanna Cotter Books / HarperCollins, 2002. 1st Am Ed. 8vo. NF / VG. Hard cover, previous owner’s name to endpaper else fine, color pictorial dust jacket with a small edge tear to rear panel else fine. Thirteen-year-old fraternal twins, Dallas and Florida, have grown up in a terrible orphanage, but their lives change forever when an eccentric but sweet older couple invites them each on an adventure, beginning in an almost magical place called Ruby Holler. Awarded the 2002 Carnegie Medal, the British equivalent of the Newbery Award. $25.00

40. Davis, Richard Harding. *Red Cross Girl.* Ill. Wallace Morgan. NY: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1912. 1st Edition. 8vo. Good / No Jacket. 270 pgs. plus 4 pages of ads. Green cloth titled in gilt, with a full color pastedown, shelf worn, binding shaken, wear to pastedowns and covers, foxing to endpapers. Contains the novellas: Red Cross Girl, Grand Cross of the Crescent, Invasion of England, Blood Will Tell, Sailorman, The Mind Reader and The Naked Man. Illustrated with 8 b&w plates. Davis was best known as a journalist and war correspondent who covered three wars, including World War I. He was a close friend of Theodore Roosevelt and is often credited with devising the legends surrounding the Rough Riders as he was a correspondent during the Spanish American War. $25.00

41. De Angelis, Margarette (Illus); Yonge, Charlotte M. (Auth). *Dove in the Eagle’s Nest.* NY: Macmillan, 1926. First Thus. 8vo. VG / No Jacket. Blue cloth, blind-stamped titled in gilt, spine darkened, light shelf wear, foxing to verso of frontis and opposing page, sporadic foxing, but not bad. Illustrated with 3 color plates and 8 illustrations in b&w by de Angelis. $25.00

42. DePaola, Tomie. *Strega Nona.* Ill. Tomie De Paola. Englewood Cliffs, NJ. Prentice Hall, 1st Edition. 4to. Fine / VG. Gilt-stamped brown cloth, in a color pictorial dust jacket with 1.5" tear and creasing on front panel. NO award seal, original price intact ($6.95). Strega Nona needs an assistant to help with the customers who come to see her for husbands, warts and headaches. Big Anthony seems the perfect guy to help out, but will he be too curious about Strega Nona’s secret pasta pot? Great story and charming illustrations in color by De Paola. Scarce. Caldecott Honor. $350.00

43. DeFoie, Daniel (Adapted from). *Robinson Crusoe.* Ill. [C H Lawrence]. Chi: [M A Donohue], Small 4to. Good 12-page book printed on linen, creases, dust soil, gift inscription to rear cover. A much-abbreviated telling of Robinson Crusoe. C H Lawrence is not credited with the illustrations, but they did appear in a version of the book published by Donohue in 1916. Four full-page color plates. $17.50

44. Deihl, Edna Groff; Illustrated by Mary LaFetra Russell. *Little Rabbit That Would Not Eat.* NY: Saml Gabriel Sons, 1925. Early Printing. 4to. VG / Good. Pictorial boards worn at extremities, top corner bumped, a few bends near gutter of some pages; red paper dust jacket with color pastedown has a few losses. The story of little Nip, a bunny who doesn’t eat his vegetables. Fortunately, his grandma figures out what to do. Super cute illustrations in color throughout, probably by Mary LeFetra Russell, although she is not credited. Scarce, particularly in dust jacket. $125.00
45. Dennis, Wesley (Illus); Robertson, Keith (Auth). **Ticktock and Jim**. Phila: John C. Winston, 1948. 2nd Printing. 8vo. VG / Good. 240 pgs. Brown cloth, bottom corner bumped, dime-sized stain on two pages, one page with small marginal loss; dust jacket worn, creased with some small losses, original price intact ($2.50). A young boy's summer adventures with his horse and the Pony Express. Color jacket and frontis artwork plus line art by Wesley Dennis. $12.50

46. Dillon, Leo and Diane (Illus). **To Every Thing There is a Season** (Verses from Ecclesiastes). NY: Blue Sky Press/Scholastic, 1998. Stated First Printing. Square 4to. Inscribed by Artist. VG / NF. Pictorial boards in dust jacket, large non-authorial gift inscription on endpaper, top corner gently bumped; dust jacket price clipped. The well-known verse from Ecclesiastes with masterful illustrations by the Dillons with an explanation behind the illustrations at the end of the book. Preceded by a signed limited edition. This copy of the trade edition was inscribed by the Dillons in the year of publication. $45.00

47. Disney. **Walt Disney's Thumper,** Based on the Character Created for... "Bambi." ill. Walt Disney Studio. NY: Grosset & Dunlap, 1942. Square 8vo. VG / No Jacket. Pictorial boards with rubbed edges, one page with marginal tear and crease. Thumper's own story illustrated in color and b&w by the Walt Disney Studio. $25.00

48. Disney. Werner, Jane (Adapted by). **Walt Disney's Cinderella.** ill. Retta Scott Worcester. NY: Simon & Schuster, 1950. 8th Printing. Folio. Very Good Minus / No Jacket as Issued. Pictorial boards with light wear to extremities, price sticker to front board, delamination along spine and in a few places on front and rear boards, small rectangular stain to front endpaper. $60.00

49. Disney, Palmer, H. Marion (Stories Adapted by). **Walt Disney's Surprise Package** (Giant Golden Book). ill. Walt Disney Studio. NY: Simon & Schuster, 1944. Stated First Printing. Folio. VG / Good. Pictorial boards with worn corners, two pages with marginal tears, top corner bumped; dust jacket worn, with losses, price clipped. A large book of stories including fairy tales from Hans Andersen, a story about Lady (before Lady & the Tramp), Peter Pan, Alice in Wonderland, a Br'er Rabbit story from Song of the South. Illustrated in color and b&w. $65.00

50. Disney, Salten, Felix. **Walt Disney's Bambi,** A Fuzzy Golden Book. ill. Melvin Shaw. NY: Simon & Schuster, 1949. 4to. Fair. Pictorial boards with heavy shelf wear to edges and spine, dark splotch to front cover, tape residue due to FFEP, binding shaken but the text and illustrations are clean. The Disney film in book form with felt-like material over the illustrations of Bambi. $7.50


52. Dolls. **Sally's Dress-A-Doll Story Book No. 2610.** Kenosha, WI: Samuel Lowe Company, No date, circa 1940s Good. Softcover book attached to cardboard stand in the shape of a little girl, book spine taped by previous owner, small tear to cover, repair to the base of stand, residue on doll's face. As you turn the pages of the book, Sally's dress changes. $25.00

53. Dugan, James. **Great Iron Ship (The Great Eastern).** ill. Photographs. NY: Harper & Brothers, 1953. Stated 1st Edition. 8vo. NF / Fair. 272 pages. Hard cover with mild shelf wear; dust jacket missing a few pieces, price clipped. The history of The Great Eastern, the ship that killed her designer, drowned her first captain, logged four mutinies, killed 35 men, survived the Atlantic's weirdest storm, laid the Atlantic cable, sank four ships, made six knights, caused thirteen lawsuits, was six times at auction, boarded two million sightseers and ended as a floating circus. Illustrated with b&w photographs. $12.50

54. Eaton, Seymour. **Teddy B. & Teddy G., Traveling Bears in Outdoor Sports.** ill. V. Floyd Campbell. NY: Barse & Hopkins, 1915. First Thus. 4to. Good / No Jacket. Pictorial boards with cloth spine, scratches & soil to cover, edge wear, gift inscription, crack at page 48, sporadic finger soil, Color fronts and many full & partial page illustrations in b&w. Originally published serially. The stories are The Traveling Bears Play Baseball, ...Visit the Zoo (includes image of a kangaroo), ...Go Fishing, ...in Pittsburgh, ...Visit Washington. $60.00


61. Filosa, Dorothea. Parsley the Horse. Garden City: Garden City, 1940. 1st Edition. Oblong 4to. VG / VG. Pictorial boards with rubbed edges, a few corner creases; dust jacket with losses at extremities, age-toned, original price covered by a vintage unicorn sticker. The story of two children and the search for their beloved horse, Parsley, that has gone missing. Stereotypical depiction of Native American. $125.00


64. Fitzhugh, Percy K. Tom Slade at Temple Camp. Ill. Walter S Rogers. NY: Grosset & Dunlap, 1917. Reprint. 8vo. Good / No Jacket. Green cloth soiled, worn, 1/2 circle stain to front cover, top corner bumped. Illustrated with nice black & white plates by Walter S Rogers. $7.50

65. Fitzhugh, Percy K. Tom Slade with the Colors. Ill. Thomas Clarity, NY: Grosset & Dunlap, 1918. Reprint. 8vo. Good / No Jacket. Green cloth, overall evenly faded, gift inscription, shelf wear, crack at title page, part of the FFEP adhered to the verso of frontis, the rest of the text is clean. Nicely illustrated in black & white by Thomas Clarity. $7.50

66. Foster, Genevieve. When and Where in Italy. Ill. Genevieve Foster. NY: Rand McNally & Company, 1955. Stated First Printing. 8vo. Fine / Good Minus. 128 pgs. Beige cloth with pastedown title, age-toning to endpapers and fly leaves else fine; pictorial dust jacket with light wear. Illustrated with 8 color plates, including one of a golliwog. Uncommon, particularly in this condition. Australian author and British political Muir pg. 779 $125.00

67. Foster, Genevieve. Mumbudget. Ill. Molly MacArthur. Garden City: Doubleday, Doran, 1929. First Edition American Issue. 8vo. Fine / NF. 199 pgs. Beige cloth with pastedown title, age-toning to endpapers and fly leaves else fine; pictorial dust jacket with light wear. From the jacket, “William finds the buckle of Angus Og--and encounters all the fairy folk of Ireland.” Illustrated with 8 color plates, including one of a golliwog. Uncommon, particularly in this condition. Australian author and British political Muir pg. 779 $125.00

69. Gay, Romney. **Funny Noise, The.** NY: Grosset & Dunlap, 1935. Small Square 8vo. VG / No Jacket. Pictorial boards with light covers soil, wear to corners and edges, internally bright and clean. Toby and Sue wake up one morning and hear a strange noise coming from the garage. What could it be? Darling illustrations in color throughout. $17.50

70. Gergely, Tibor (Illus); Lowrey, Janette Sebring (Auth). **Day in the Jungle** (Little Golden Book #18). NY: Artist & Writers Guild / Simon & Schuster, 1943. First Printing. Square 8vo. VG / No Jacket. Illustrated boards with blue cloth spine, light wear to spine ends, top corner bumped; lacks dust jacket. The animals of the jungle band together to help a little mouse. Great color and b&w artwork throughout. $35.00

71. Golden Book. Walpole, Ellen Wales. **Golden Dictionary, Giant Golden Book.** ill. Miss Elliott (Gertrude Elliott). NY: Simon & Schuster, 1944. 1st Edition. Folio. NF / NF. Pictorial boards with light shelf wear, gift inscription and small Christmas tag on title page; dust jacket with light wear, original price intact ($1.50). A large and beautiful dictionary of simple words (1030 words to be exact) with more than 1500 accompanying pictures. Uncommon in such nice condition. $150.00


73. Grahame, Kenneth. **Dream Days** (Nelson's Shilling Library). ill. Honor C. Appleton (uncredited). London: Thomas Nelson, [1909] per BL. 24mo. VG / No Jacket. Blue cloth elaborately stamped in dark blue ink, titled in gilt; spine gilt dulled, repair to inner front hinge, foxing to verso of plates, bookseller sticker to endpaper. Grahame's classic containing: Twenty-First of October, Dies Irae, Mutabile Semper, Magic Ring, Its Walls were as of Jasper, Saga of the Seas, Reluctant Dragon, and A Departure. Illustrated with 5 b&w plates by Honor C. Appleton, though she is not credited. $25.00


75. Grimm Brothers. **Hans in Luck.** ill. Paul Galdone. NY: Parents Magazine Press, 1979. First Printing. 8vo. NF / No Jacket as Issued. Pictorial boards, a few small faint stains to cover, no writing or foxing. A brief version of the classic fairy tale with amusing illustrations by Galdone. $25.00

76. Hader, Berta and Elmer (Illus); Seaman, Louise (Auth). **Mr. Peck’s Pets.** NY: Macmillan, 1947. Stated First Printing. 8vo. VG / Good. Brown cloth, a few pages with finger soil, light shelf wear; dust jacket with losses along bottom edge, edge tears, insect damage, mostly to rear panel, price clipped. Realistic b&w artwork depicting dogs, horses, etc.. $35.00

77. Hader, Berta and Elmer (Illus); Miller, Jane (Auth). **Jimmy the Groceryman.** Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1947. Stated First Printing. 8vo. VG / VG. Tan cloth titled in brown ink, minor shelf wear; color illustrated dust jacket worn and creased. The 32nd Hardy Boys book. $25.00


79. Hardy Boys. Dixon, Franklin (Pseud). **Crisscross Shadow** (Hardy Boys #32). NY: Grosset & Dunlap, 1950. Titles list to 1960.. Later Printing. 8vo. VG / VG. Tan cloth titled in brown ink, slight spine lean, previous owner's name on endpaper; color illustrated dust jacket worn, small losses. The 19th Hardy Boys book. $17.50


83. Hardy Boys. Dixon, Franklin (Pseud). *Yellow Feather Mystery* (Hardy Boys #33). ill. NY: 1953, Titles list to 1960. Later Printing. 8vo. VG / VG. Tan cloth titled in brown ink, slight spine lean, PON in pencil; color illustrated dust jacket worn with small losses at spine ends but presents well. The 33rd Hardy Boys book. $25.00


85. Hardy Boys. Dixon, Franklin (Pseud). *Mystery of the Desert Giant* (Hardy Boys #40). NY: Grosset & Dunlap, 1961. 1st Edition. 8vo. VG / Good. Beige hard cover titled in brown ink, slight spine lean, previous owner's name in pencil on endpaper; dust jacket worn at folds with small losses, heavy creasing at bottom of dust jacket. Titles list to this one, jacket price 100/100. $40.00


87. Henson, Jim (creator); Bruce, Sheilah B. (Auth). *Radish Day Jubilee, A Fraggle Rock Book* Starring Jim Henson's Muppets. ill. Lawrence DiFiori. NY: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1983. First Printing. 8vo. VG / No Jacket as Issued. Glossy pictorial boards, craying to FFEP else clean. The Fraggles' plans for celebrating Radish Day are superseded by plans to rescue Mokey from the Gorgs, who are holding her prisoner while she writes a ballad in their honor. Nice color artwork throughout. $12.50


98. Kent, Jack. *Biggest Shadow in the Zoo*. NY: Parents Magazine Press, 1981. 4th Printing. 8vo. NF / No Jacket as Issued. Pictorial cloth hardcover, a few miniscule stains to cover, publisher's flaw to rear endpaper, a piece of trim glued beneath rear endpaper. A cute book about an elephant that is proud of his shadow and becomes terrified when he thinks it's lost. $7.50.


103. Kirk, Maria L. (Illus); Ogden, Ruth (Auth). *Little Pierre and Big Peter*. NY: Frederick A Stokes, 1915. 1st Edition. Thick 8vo. VG / No Jacket. 367 pgs. Green cloth stamped in dark green and red with a full color pastedown to front cover, spine gilt a bit dulled, some rubbing to cover gilt, offsetting to pg. 148, binding slightly shaken. A story of Switzerland, with a good deal of local color, mountain climbing, hair-breath escapes from avalanches, accidents which give the American doctors opportunities to offer their services. One of these is Big Peter, known in the United States as Dr. Alwyn whose friendship for Little Pierre, the son of a former Alpine guide, brings more than a temporary joy into his life. (ALA Booklist Vol 12) Five color plates by Maria L. Kirk. $45.00.

105. Konigsburg, E. L. *From the Mixed-Up Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler*. NY: Atheneum, 1967. 31st Printing. 8vo. NF / VG. 162 pgs. Red cloth titled in black, a hint of rubbing to extremities; dust jacket with light wear to extremities, award seal on cover with some creasing. Two curious children spend the night at the Metropolitan Museum of Art to discover the maker of a statue, a question that had baffled even the experts. Newbery Medal winner. $7.50

106. Kuskin, Karla (Illus); Viertel, Violette and John (Auths). *Xingu*. NY: Macmillan, 1959. Stated First Printing. 8vo. NF / Fair. Green cloth, tiny bit of writing on rear endpaper; color pictorial dust jacket with losses along top edge, folds worn, crude repairs to verso. The story of a little boy growing up in the Amazon rainforest. Cute 2-color artwork throughout. $12.50

107. Lagerlof, Selma; Illustrated by Mary Hamilton Frye. *Wonderful Adventures of Nils*. Garden City: Doubleday, Page & Co, 1913. First American Edition Thus. Large 8vo. Very Good Plus / No Jacket. (1907, 1913). Blue-grey cloth pictorially stamped in white, green and orange, a hint of shelf wear, foxing to edge of text block and faint foxing in the margins of color plates, offsetting to opposing pages otherwise a clean beautiful copy. A fantasy written for the purpose of teaching school children about their homeland while being entertained. Translated by Velma Howard. 24 color plates by Frye. *Selma Lagerlof was the first woman to be awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.* $150.00


109. Lemerise, Bruce. *Sheldon’s Lunch* (Author’s First book). NY: Parents Magazine Press, 1980. 3rd Printing. 8vo. Good / No Jacket as Issued. Pictorial cloth hard cover, a few stains to cover, foxing to top of text block, faint stain to top corner of pages not affecting text or artwork. Sheldon has more than enough pancakes for his own lunch, but not enough for his friends, so they proceed to make more, and more and more and more. Includes the recipe for pancakes. $7.50


120. McCloskey, Robert. Time of Wonder. NY: Viking Press, 1957. 2nd Printing. 4to. NF / VG. Blue cloth boards with blind-stamped design of night sky and off-white titling to spine, light shelf wear; Color pictorial dust jacket with small loss at bottom of front panel, a few edge tears, award seals affixed, original price intact ($3.50). Beautiful prose recounting simple, yet magical life as a child on a small island in Maine, illustrated with McCloskey's water-color illustrations (See Peterson & Solt, C100). Winner of the Caldecott Medal in 1958. $45.00

121. McDermott, Gerald. Arrow to the Sun. NY: Viking, 1974. 1st Edition. Oblong 4to. NF / VG. Cloth hard cover in dust jacket with light rubbing, four staple holes in DJ where review slip was affixed (no longer present), original price intact ($6.95), no award seal. This was a Scholastic file copy and is so stamped on DJ and book. Pueblo hero tale retold and illustrated by McDermott. A Caldecott Medal winner. First editions are scarce and are often misidentified as later printings were noted on the last text page instead of the copyright page. $250.00

122. McPhail, David. Snow Lion. NY: Parents Magazine Press, 1982. 9th Printing. 8vo. VG / VG. Original price intact ($6.95), no award seal. This copy is signed by Charles Mikolaycak. Contains nudity. $35.00

123. Mikolaycak, Charles. Orpheus. NY: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1992. Stated First Printing. 4to. VG / VG. Hard cover with some shelf wear, else fine; dust jacket with a few edge tears and light wear, original price intact. A retelling of the tragic myth of Orpheus with gorgeous color artwork. This copy is signed by Charles Mikolaycak. Contents nudity. $35.00


126. Mitgutsch, Ali. Knight's Book. NY: Clarion Books, 1991. 1st Am. Ed. 4to. NF / Good. Pictorial boards small stain to top rear corner. Bookplate on FFEP, color illustrated dust jacket with a loss at top of spine, small stain to rear panel, original price intact ($15.95). Young Wolkief relates the medieval adventures of his poor but brave master, Sir Frank von Fidelstein, such as participating in a tournament and fighting a duel. Illustrated in color. $7.50


130. Mother Goose. *Tall Book of Mother Goose*. Ill. Feodor Rojankovsky. NY: Harper & Brothers, 1942. Later Printing. Narrow Folio. VG / Good. Pictorial boards with a few cracks in paper at spine ends, small rectangular stain to endpaper else internally clean; matching dust jacket worn, creased with edge tears, original price intact ($1.50). A wonderful Mother Goose illustrated on every page in color and b&w. Scarce title. $75.00


See image at the top of the next column...


135. Nash, Mary. *While Mrs. Coverlet Was Away*. Ill. Garrett Price. Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1958. Stated 1st Edition. 8vo. VG / VG. Hard cover with "good reading makes better citizens" sticker on rear cover else fine; dust jacket with edge tears, creasing and sticker on rear panel, price clipped. Author’s first book and the first book in the "Mrs. Coverlet" trilogy. The Persever children are left to fend for themselves over the summer while their father is on business and the housekeeper is called away on a family emergency. First editions are scarce. $45.00


143. Pease, Josephine Van Dolzen. Safe All Day with the Happies. Ill. Esther Friend. Chi: Rand McNally & Company, 1940. Early Edition. 12mo. VG / No Jacket as Issued. Pictorial boards with light wear to edges and rear board. Picture dictionary, vocabulary and verses about being careful with potentially harmful everyday objects (shaving razors, matches, bathtub, etc...) Cute artwork in color and b&w. $17.50


149. Pop-up. MARA. Sky-Hi, A Trip into Space with Terry. Personal History Agency, 1952. Oblong 4to. Fine / No Jacket. Pictorial boards with spiral binding with die-cut “Terry” figure on cover that rotates. A book about our solar system, visible stars and constellations with two pop-ups and other moveable elements all of which are in fine working order. Illustrated in color. Includes original box with a quiz on one side and answers on the other, the box is worn, but still Very Good. $125.00

150. Quackenbush, Robert. Henry’s Important Date. NY: Parents Magazine Press, 1981. 5th Printing. 8vo. NF / No Jacket as Issued. Pictorial hard cover with light shelf wear, bottom corner bumped. The universe seems intent on making Henry late for Clara’s party...or is it? Cute text and illustrations. Easy reading. $7.50
151. Quackenbush, Robert. *Henry Goes West*. NY: Parents Magazine Press, 1982. 5th Printing. 8vo. NF / No Jacket as Issued. Pictorial hard cover with light wear to spine ends, foxing to top edge of text block which shows marginally on a few pages. A really funny, easy read aloud with amusing color artwork. $7.50


Uncommon Charles Robinson Illustrated Title


159. Robinson, Jackie (Subj.) Mann, Arthur (Auth). *Jackie Robinson Story, The* (Big League Baseball Library). ill. Photographs. NY: Grosset & Dunlap, 1951. 8vo. NF / VG. 224 pgs. Hard cover, one page with corner crease; color pictorial dust jacket with light wear to extremities, foxing to verso. Released as a paperback movie-tie-in by the Low company, this is the first hardcover edition. Four b&w photos of Robinson before text. $35.00


161. Sabuda, Robert (Illus); Levy, Constance (Auth). *Tree Place, and Other Poems*. NY: Margaret K. McElderry Books, 1994. First Printing. 8vo. NF / NF. Hard cover with small remainder mark to bottom edge, corner of endpaper creased; dust jacket with light wear to extremities, original price intact. A collection of poems that concentrate on the minute details of nature, illustrated in b&w by Robert Sabuda. Favorably reviewed by SLJ. $12.50


166. Scotland. Oliver, Jane (Auth). Bonfire in the Wind. ill. Clare Dawson. NY: ST Martin's Press, 1958. 1st Am. Ed. 8vo. NF / VG. Orange cloth with light shelf wear; pictorial dust jacket with a few tears, original price intact ($2.95). Set in 17th Century Scotland, a dramatic retelling of the events of Sir Patrick Hume as he attempts to help his friends on trial for treason against King James II. Illustrated in b&w. $40.00


168. Seuss (Dr. Seuss). Cat in the Hat. NY: Random House, 1957. 1st Edition. Small 4to. VG / VG. Matte pictorial boards with single page gathering, light shelf wear; matching dust jacket with price intact ($2.00), small chip from base of spine, tear and creasing at top of spine, wear to extremities and 3” tear to rear fold. A lovely copy of one of the most important children's books of the latter half of the 20th Century. Younger & Hirsch 7. $3,500.00


170. Sewell, Anna, Adapted by Eleanor Vance. Black Beauty. ill. Phoebe Erickson. NY: Random House, 1949. 4to. VG / No Jacket as Issued. Illustrated boards, some delamination along spine, pg. 51 with corner crease, pages age-toned "belongs to" filled in with pencil, price code 100/100 on endpaper. An adaptation of Sewell's juvenile novel with lovely color and b&w artwork by Phoebe Erickson. $22.50

172. Slattery, Margaret. **Girl in Her Teens.** NY: Pilgrim Press, 1910. 12mo. VG / No Jacket. Green cloth titled in gilt, wear to corners and spine ends, previous owner's name and stamp on endpaper, else clean inside. What it means to be a teenaged girl...as of the early 20th Century. With a Christian bent. $12.50

173. Slobodkin, Louis. **Little Mermaid Who Could Not Sing.** NY: MacMillan Company, 1956. Stated 1st Edition. 4to. VG / VG. 40 pgs. Pictorial boards light dust soil and wear, previous owner's name in pencil on endpaper, small rectangular stain (1/2" x 3") on FFEP; matching dust jacket with edge wear, verso foxed, original price intact ($2.25). A wonderful story about a little mermaid who, unlike her peers, has a perfectly dreadful singing voice. Because of this, she is instructed not to sing when all of the other little mermaids are singing, but one day she just can't help herself and bursts forth into song...the result ends up saving the lives of the mermaids as well as a ship that is headed straight for the mermaid singing rock. A story meant to teach that sometimes our faults can actually be our strength. Illustrated throughout in color and black & white. First editions are scarce. $175.00

174. Small, David (Illus); St. George, Judith (Auth). **So You Want to be an Inventor?** NY: Philomel Books, 2002. First Printing. 4to. Fine / NF. Pictorial boards in matching dust jacket with light soil, original price intact ($16.99). Presents some of the characteristics of inventors by describing the inventions of people such as Alexander Graham Bell, Thomas Edison, and Eli Whitney. Illustrated in color. A follow-up to the Caldecott Medal Winning, So You Want to be President? $25.00

175. Spirin, Gennadij [Gennady] (Illus); Gogol, Nikolai (Auth). **Nose, The.** Boston: David R Godine, 1993. Stated 1st Am. Ed. Tall 4to. Fine / Fine. Pictorial boards in matching dust jacket, no printed price on jacket. When a barber finds the nose of one of his clients in a loaf of bread baked by his wife, strange events ensue as the client tries to get his nose back. Gorgeous artwork by Spirin. $35.00


177. Stefansson, Vilhjalmur and Irwin, Violet. **Kak, The Copper Eskimo.** ill. George Richards. NY: Macmillan, 1928. Later Printing. 8vo. VG / No Jacket. Blue cloth stamped in navy, wear to spine ends, binding cracked at pg. 66 but not broken. Arctic tale spun from his non-fiction work, My Life with the Eskimo. Illustrated endpapers, color frontis and full-page line art by George Richards. This copy is inscribed by Stefansson, "Inscribed for Robert Fitzgerald at the request of his mother's friend Genevieve Nolan / by Vilhjalmur Stefansson / Christmas 1932." $60.00


180. Stevenson, Robert Louis. **Child's Garden of Verses.** ill. E Dorothy O'Reilly. Ch: A. Flanagan, 1921. 8vo. VG / No Jacket. [1908]. Green cloth pictorially stamped in dark green, top corner bumped, gift inscription, pages age-toned otherwise a nice clean copy. Color frontis and artwork in line, a lovely edition of this classic with explanatory notes and a glossary, plus a biographical sketch. $45.00


183. Stevenson, Robert Louis; Illustrated by Blanche E. Weekes. Child's Garden of Verses. Ill. Dorothy E. Russell. Phila: John C. Winston, 1928. First Thus. Small 8vo. Very Good Minus / No Jacket. Mustard color cloth pictorially stamped in blue and black, rubbing to extremities, previous owner's name and gift inscription to endpapers, foxing to verso of frontis and opposing page, rest of text clean. Illustrated with a color frontis and one additional color plate with many lovely b&w illustrations throughout. $35.00

184. Stevenson, Robert Louis; Illustrated by Fred Banbery, and Rupert Black. Never Grow Old. Ill. CECIL ALDIN (Author & Illus). NY: Grosset & Dunlap, Reprint. 8vo. Fine / VG. 221 pgs. Yellow cloth hard cover pictorially stamped in blue, spine sunned, binding slack, pages clean. Contains the stories Rip Van Winkle (with colorized artwork after FOC Darley's 19th C drawings), Emperor's New Clothes illustrated by John Alcorn, Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves illustrated by Peter Marks, and other educational publications--none of which originally belonged to the book. $75.00

185. Story Parade. Animal Story Parade. Ill. Kurt Wiese, Decie Merwin, Sandra James, Simon Frankel, Feodor Rojankovsky, Jon Nielsen, Frances Drayton, Jane Castle, Tibor Gergely, and Patricia Villemain. Garden City: Garden City Books / Artists and Writers Guild, 1951. 1st Edition. 4to. NF / No Jacket as Issued. Pictorial boards with some rubbing to spine ends and corners, one page with a vertical crease. A selection of stories and poems which originally appeared in Story Parade Magazine. A few stories were published as separate books, but most only appeared in the magazine and here. The book was meant to be a gift to magazine subscribers and was inexpensively produced; for this reason not many collectible copies have survived. The stories & poems included: Boy Who Owned an Elephant; Tracks in the Sand; Fairy Kittens; Stowaway the Squirrel; Tails; Long Half Mile; Oscar Takes a Job; Enchanted Rabbit; Invaders; Twin Fauns; Rabbit Reasons; Jimmy Had a Heifer; Mice Poems; Donkey Business; & Fox and the Pig. Included with the book is a shipping box from Weekly Reader which the previous owner had stored the book in, which also contains an ad for Weekly Reader and other educational publications--none of which originally belonged to the book. $75.00


187. Terhune, Albert Payson. Way of a Dog. NY: Grosset & Dunlap, Reprint. 8vo. NF / VG. (1932), but later. Green patterned cloth light shelf wear; in color illustrated dust jacket which is worn at edges and corners, price clipped. $12.50

188. Temple, Shirley. Fairy Tales. Shirley Temple's Stories That Never Grow Old. Ill. FOC Darley, John Alcorn, Peter Marks, Fred Banbery, Lowell Hess. NY: Random House, 1958. Stated First Printing. 4to. VG / No Jacket as Issued. Pictorial boards with light soil along spine, delamination along spine, previous owner's name in pencil, internally clean. Contains the stories Rip Van Winkle (with colorized artwork after FOC Darley's 19th C drawings), Emperor's New Clothes illustrated by John Alcorn, Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves illustrated by Peter Marks, Dick Whittington and His Cat illustrated by Rapunzel illustrated by Lowell Hess. $45.00


195. Wharton, Edith; Illustrated by Maxfield Parrish. Italian Villas and Their Gardens. Ill. Maxfield Parrish, NY: The Century Co, 1904. 1st Edition. 4to. Very Good. 270 pgs. TEG. Green cloth elaborately stamped in gilt, green, blue and tan, shelf wear and some fraying to spine ends, small white spot on front cover, gift inscription and book plate to endpapers, light foxing to tissue guards and a few pages but clean overall. A breathtaking and informative book, detailing the methods of Italian gardening. Profusely illustrated with photographs, exacting line drawings and plates by Maxfield Parrish in color and monochrome, collated complete. Nice first editions are increasingly scarce. $1,750.00

196. White, Anne H. Junket: The Dog Who Liked Everything “Just So.” Ill. Robert McCloskey. NY: Viking, 1955. 1st Edition. 8vo. Inscribed by Author. Very Good Minus / Good. Beige cloth with mild wear to spine ends, pages 154 & 155 were stuck together at one time so there is a thin abrasion on each page from where they were pulled apart; illustrated dust jacket with old tape repairs at top of spine, worn, small losses, original price intact ($2.75). How will Junket, an Airedale handle big changes on the farm? Nicely illustrated in b&w by Robert McCloskey. This copy is inscribed by the author Anne H. White. $75.00

197. Wiesner, David. June 29, 1999. NY: Clarion Books, 1992. First Edition First Printing. Oblong 4to. VG / VG. Paper boards with cloth spine; abrasion to cloth on front board, bottom corner slightly turned; illustrated dust jacket with damp stain visible on verso, original price intact ($15.95). While illustrators classmates are sprouting seeds in paper cups, Holly has a more ambitious, innovative science project. Mind-bending illustrations by Wiesner throughout. $25.00

198. Wilhelm, Hans. Pirates Ahoy! NY: Parents Magazine Press, 1987. 2nd Printing. 8vo. VG / No Jacket. Pictorial boards, bottom corner bumped, mild shelf wear, small hole at edge of spine. The animals are bored with nothing to do, but soon their imagination leads to fun and adventure. Illustrated in color. $7.50
